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ADDENDA TO THE CRETAN INSCRIPTIONS 

IN this article I have collected a few texts and all the 

fragments that I did not find it convenient to include 
in my two preceding epigraphical articles 'Inscriptions from 
Various Cretan Cities,' 1 and 'Epigraphical Researches in 

Gortyna.'12 
Some of the pieces here published are both so defective and 

so small that of the inscriptions on them very little can be 
made out. But in epigraphy nothing is to be neglected. A 
small fragment which seems insignificant to-day may to-morrow 

acquire its value, when, by reason of fresh excavations, it may be 
added to other pieces, and thus contribute to the reconstruction 
of a text. So in the present article a new fragment (No. 24) 
completes and renders important a Christian inscription (No. 8) 

1 Am. Journ. Arch. First Series, XI, 1896, pp. 539 ff. 
2 Am. Jouin. Arch. Second Series, I, 1897, pp. 159 ff. I regret that in this 

article, for reasons for which I am not wholly responsible, several typographical 
errors escaped correction. Some of these, such as the omission of accents in 
Greek words, lack of marks of punctuation or of division (-), etc., can be 
readily detected and need not be specified here for correction. The following, 
however, should be mentioned: 

Page 168, No. 3, line 3, read 
Kop•p6vrwv 

(for Kop/4lovrwv). 
Page 179, line 13, read AAIKOY2 (for AAIKOYE). 
Page 195, line 7, read UvvertLrq~l at (for avwPE t'oOat). 
Page 202, line 5, read Aauocd[vs) (for Aauocd/A,4n[). 
Page 205, line 33, read. i's r&d 0ara (for iLs d40tarTa). 
Page 213, lines 15, 16, read "what does not belong to him " (for "what 

does belong to him "). 
Page 228, line 8, read 

y6om•o[v (for qdo/Lo[v). 
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 79 
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of the preceding series,1 and another (No. 4) similarly supple- 
ment's an isolated portion of a treaty from the Pythion, which 
was obtained in 1887. 

Inscriptions on small objects, on terra-cottas, on articles of 
domestic use, local or imported, are a class that has hitherto 
been scantily represented in Crete. The researches of the Insti- 
tute have made slight additions also to this store. Numbers 
26-34 are various marks on terra-cottas, Rhodian vase-handles, 

sling-bullets, etc.2 
With these texts the product of the Cretan Expedition, from 

the point of view of epigraphy, is nearly exhausted. There 
remain only a few Latin inscriptions, and some Archaic Greek 

fragments. The former will be published in a special article; 
the latter, having been discovered in the course of the exca- 
vations at Praesos, Haghios Ilias, and Prinia, will find their 
natural place in the report to be published in a later number 
of this Journal on these works. 

1. Gortyna. - Fragment of a block of limestone in the 

garden of Manoli Iliaki at Haghioi Deka. Height, 0.225 m.; 
length, 0.41 m. Letters 0.09 m. to 0.10 m. in height. 

S':\ l•. J 

"5 "~ i 
ft•L• 

.. I'<t' i' 
... ... O.LV ....... 

? ' 3$ 

2 (a and b). Gortyna. - Two pieces of the usual limestone 
with lines running boustrophedon and letters of the same height 
(0.07 m. to 0.08 m.) and character. Probably two contiguous 
fragments of one and the same block. Found amongst the 
ruins of the ancient city by Manoli Iliaki. Fragment b: 

1 Am. Journ. Arch. First Series, XI, 1896, p. 610. 
2 Cf., also, Nos. 62 and 77 in the 'Inscriptions from Various Cretan Cities,' 

Am. Journ. Arch. First Series, XI, 1896, pp. 579, 593. 
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dimensions, 0.18 m. by 0.22 m.; fragment a: dimensions, 
0.185 m. by 0.29 m. 

I. 
.. 

/l/ \ ,(\t 
-'-Vi T 

....a . a. (?)... 

.... vPaTrov...... 

? . . . . ? ? . o 

3. Gortyna. - Fragment of the usual limestone in the house 
of A. and P. Kouridaki at Haghioi Deka. Height, 0.10 m.; 

length, 0.34 m.; thickness, 0.30 m. Letters 0.023 m. to 0.025 m. 
in height. 

The boustrophedon writing is divided into columns and re- 
sembles that of the Great Inscription and of the other texts of 
the same group. 

A/TA AS 3 

Right column: perhaps ...... 7r]a[]e'- 
p[a......... 

Left column: ca ye ........ 
.. ........... ovrat. 

This fragment comes without question from the Lethaeus, 
while the two preceding belong to the class from the Pythion. 

4. Gortyna. - Fragment of limestone in the garden of 
Manoli Iliaki at Haghioi Deka. Height, 0.12 m.; length, 
0.34 m. Height of letters, 0.012 m. to 0.016 m. 

This fragment belongs to a lost inscription from the Pythion, 
a part of which is also the fragment No. 1 of Monumenti Antichi, 
I, pp. 58, 59, which was foand by me in the excavation of that 

precinct in 1887. With the new fragment I here reproduce 
the earlier one, giving the two in the position that they origi- 
nally occupied. 
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I . 

r I. 

1.4 

0 b~ 

.c. 
Xo " 0 

? 
0 0 tz- 

Z 0 

00 

?\h v o ? . 

zH-LI< 

•O ? ? ? 
--t 
?8 ?~ 

d zr 

CL 
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? o 

?d ?Z, ? ? ? 
?v ,, o 3 ? o o 

?d ? ? ? ? •,, 

These lines contain the conclusion of a treaty of alliance made 

by Gortyna with the Cretan city Elyrus. Here recur, with few 
variations, the stereotyped phrases usual in this now well repre- 
sented class of Cretan inscriptions. 

The detached line, of which traces appear on the lower part 
of the fragment, was probably the beginning of another treaty. 

5. Gortyna. - Small fragment from the fields near the Vigles. 
Letters apicated. 
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KeJOaAo [P 
K]EcoaX[co 
4?LX]coTC[p619 (?)4 

Cephalus was probably a proxenos of Gortyna. 

6. Gortyna. - Fragment of the usual limestone in the garden 
of Manoli Iliaki at Haghioi Deka. Height, 0.21 m.; width, 
0.015 m.; thickness, 0.095 m. 

.~>. 
~ 

The last letter of the second line looks more like a r or a p 
than an Q. 

The lack of vowels, both before 
j. 

(or p) and before : of the 
first line, suggests that we here have abbreviations. 

The third line is by a different hand, and belongs to a dif- 
ferent period. 

7. Gortyna. - Fragment of a large disk with raised border, 

perhaps a lecane, of hard blackish stone, found not far from the 

Vigles in the very centre of the ancient city. Now in Manoli Ili- 
aki's garden at Haghioi I)eka. Height, 0.25 min.; width, 0.25 m.; 
thickness, 0.07 in. Letters, 0.027 in. to 0.029 m. in height. 

The beginning of the second word suggests that we have here 
the remains of a dedication to the Cretan goddess Britolnartis. 
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A Latin inscription lately discovered, which is soon to be 

published in the last Additamenta of C.I.L. III, informs us 
that at Gortyna there existed a sanctuary of this goddess, 
worshipped with the epithet Dictynna, which is peculiar to her. 
It is probable that this circular object, on which our inscrip- 
tion is written, was one of the votive offerings of this temple 
(vaOvtuara )). 

8. Gortyna. - Fragment of slab of gray marble, embedded 
in the exterior wall of the 

Icaa/evelov 
of the Kouridaki brothers 

at Haghioi Deka. Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.16 m. Letters, 
0.03 m. high, in the first and second line; 0.019 m., in the 
third and fourth. 

Q~f-? 

OKPA0TOPoI:- 

(. NE 

...... (77v a) 

.... Av]ro/cpdropo . . 

. .. 'A.r]we ['ov(?) . . . 

9. Gortyna. - The following inscription has already been 
published in C.I G. no. 2587, from Pococke's copy (Inscr. 
Ant. pt. I, chap. 4, s. 2, p. 43, no. 1). I have been able 
to find it again in a wall of the field of Nicolis Kyriakaki 
adjoining the road from Haghioi Deka to Mitropolis, and I 
reproduce it here in a better and more perfect copy, which 
preserves the peculiar forms of the letters and their ligatures. 
Height, 0.80 m.; width, 0.65 m.; thickness, 0.53 m. The 
letters of the first line are 0.06 m. to 0.07 m. in height and 
are well spaced; in the third line they are of equal height, 
but are more erect and less spaced; in the other lines they 
are more crowded and are shorter (0.05 m. in height). 
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SP VAC IATIKOY 
NAIKAAICYflATOYKA 
VIA PX OYTHC l OAECCJCTHC POMA 
SCCO 0CYN CNEKAKAILAAN& ?KAITICAOIqHIC 1 

&MEYNOIACA 

'AoCtalrt]CG v B [aXE- 
ptov 'Aoa'artKoi y[v- 

vatiCa, &T brdrTov Ica [E- 

aidpXov in 70rdOXEw ri 'Pclai[ov, 

a4opoOt-vrq gvteica 
itca, 

4tXav~p[t'a 
Ia#, T'qT Xotrr^(71)9 dcp~t,]Tj Ic[a]I T7^79 7r 

•[ 
O 

7"11 
w'Xtv ev'vot'as ........................ 

10. Gortyna. - From the field of Nicolis Kyriakaki, near the 

d/cde TiXoq. The inscription is on the upper part of a column 
of gray marble, which perhaps supported a bust. All the lines 
are broken off at the right except the last; the first line is almost 

wholly gone. The letters are long and erect, and the sigma has 
a peculiar form. The inscription is almost illegible because of 
the corrosion of the surface, which has almost wholly removed 
it. The height of the column is 1.25 m.; the diameter, 0.43 m. 

Letters, 0.055 m. to 0.075 m. in height. 

TONE•lcPAN(CTATONKA.IANW!AP'CI6TAd' TONCAYTOYK ATHCO1 KOYMe NHCO• ( 
MA P KO CAYP HAIOCAY HC OAHO 

THMKPHTHK 

Tovy e7rtave'oraTaov Ka A v8peo'Trarov ........ 

Tov pavrov Kat r,3 oicove'vt [9 0?]eo . . . . . . 

Maypco; A p" hXo; AbbeF 0 Staczd'[araro; . . . 
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This is an honorary dedication to a Roman whose name has 
been lost from the first line. The cognomen of the dedicator, 
with the peculiar abbreviation of the first syllable, is enigmati- 
cal to me. I must leave to scholars specially devoted to Roman 

antiquity further attempts to elucidate this text. 

11. Gortyna. - Fragment of an architrave, of the usual local 
stone, in a field belonging to Manoli Savuidaki at Haghioi Deka. 

Length, 0.64 m.; height, 0.35 m. Letters, 0.055 m. in height. 

Evidently the remains of two proper names, the first in the 
nominative, the second in the genitive : 'O E'iva ro) S~Eivo. 

12. Gortyna. - Fragment of an architrave or some other 
architectonic piece, about 1.00 m. in length, and 0.25 m. in 
height; walled in above the balcony of Manoli Alezizaki's 
house at Haghioi Deka. 

KE P Q E N 
The inscription contained the dedication of a building - 

8 eEtva or 7rxo'k .t .... ]Eefepooovr 
- probably to some divinity: 

'A [TrdXXavt, 'A [pr4e'lat (?). 

13. Gortyna. - Fragment of a block, of the usual limestone, 
in a wall of the house of Ilias Iliaki at Haghioi Deka. Height, 
0.10 m.; length, 0.37 m. Letters, 0.035 m. to 0.025 m. in 
height. 

IrYN ,IKI TONN 
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14. Gortyna. - Small fragment of limestone in a wall of the 
ruined house of loannis Kalogerias, in the village of Mitropolis. 
Height, 0.255 m.; width, 0.215 m. Letters, 0.04 m. in height. 

15. Gortyna. - Fragment of a slab, of the usual limestone, in 
the garden of Manoli Iliaki at Haghioi Deka. Height, 0.275 m.; 
width, 0.16 m. Letters, 0.035 m. to 0.05 m. in height. 

EN 

A. ME 

16. Gortyna. -Fragment of a marble slab in the same garden. 
Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.19 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. Letters, 
of late Roman times, 0.035 m. high. 

...POK. 
17. Gortyna. - Fragment of common stone in the same 

garden. Height, 0.11 m.; length, 0.23 m.; thickness, 0.15 m. 
Bad letters, of late Roman date, 0.03 m. to 0.04 m. high. 

B YA H rO PT 

Ka... BovX, ropT[vvt'&w 
........Mdtlov v o ..... 
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18. Gortyna. - Fragment of a marble slab, 0.11 m. wide, and 
0.07 m. thick. Letters of the same epoch as No. 17, 0.025 m. 
high. In Iliaki's garden at Haghioi Deka. 

19. Gortyna. - Small fragment of a marble slab with very 
small letters; in the same garden. Height, 0.08 m.; width, 
0.05 m.; thickness, 0.02 m. Letters, 0.01 m. to 0.012 m. in 

height. Late Roman times. 

O>XA 

20. Gortyna. - Small fragment of a slab of porphyry in the 
house of Manoli Savuidaki at Haghioi Deka. Height, 0.11 m.; 
width, 0.07 mn.; thickness, 0.025 m. Apicated letters of Roman 
times. 

21. Gortyna. - Fragment of a stele of common limestone in 
Iliaki's garden. Height, 0.255 m.; width, 0.28 m.; thickness, 
0.055 m. Bad letters of late times. 

N]uc[a]ol[Co 
xs, 
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22. Near Gortyna. - Small slab of common stone found in 
the locality called '1 ~ T "EXXYvtcd, between Bobia and Mires; 
now in the house of Nicolaos Katzoulaki at Bobia. Letters, of 
late Roman times, 0.03 m. high. 

C W CIBIA wocBta- 

NON M N H v v lvJ - 
M HC XA 

•Lf 
7Xd- 

PIN PtV. 

23. Gortyna. - Sepulchral stele from the western side of the 

Acropolis. Height, 0.75 m.; width, 0.34 m.; thickness, 0.39 m. 
Letters, 0.04 m. to 0.05 m. in height. 

MNHM S 
API N 

The upper part of this inscription is lost, and of what re- 
mains only the final formula [d6ic ] & [v I 186o [v I v41q a Xp tv 
is clear to me. To judge from the forms of the letters the 
inscription must belong to late Roman times. 

24. Gortyna. - In my article on ' Christian Inscriptions '1 I 
published a copy of a fragmentary inscription from Gortyna, 

1 Am. Journ. Arch. First Series, XI, 1896, p. 610. 
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containing the right half of a sepulchral inscription, which at 
that time seemed to be of slight importance. Dr. Hazzidaki, 
with the aid of peasants, has succeeded in finding the missing 
part of the inscription, and has sent me an impression of the 
whole from which our facsimile has been prepared. 

The text now becomes one of the most interesting of the 
Christian inscriptions of the city, since it adds a new name to 
the list of bishops of Gortyna, as given by Cornelius, Creta 
Sacra, I, p. lxvii, and Gains, Series Episcoporum, etc., p. 400. 

.4TA0MA 

'A veraVBoa-ro 6 ALa- 

Kaptco(Ta7o0) 'EcXyo-told8opo 

'tK(oO(Qo), 0 j7yv 'IovXiov 

KvptacLj. 

'EcKcXto-tLd'oposv was supplied by me in the publication of the 
former fragment, but the spelling on the stone is far from cor- 
rect. In the fourth line e should have been written cc. 

25. Gortyna. - Inscription from the field of M. Savuidaki. 

Thlle facsimile is from an impression furnished by Dr. Hazzidaki. 

.i. . : . ii . --,-Pi .. ::: ~ i?ii~i 

AVL-::-$1:~: ::O 
VC T 

6 

T 
O V B::::i::-~' 

Kwf oravrve 

Tro ftlVcwa (viz. tu 

vincas!) 
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This inscription records one of the Latin "acclamationes" 
which were in use in the Byzantine court and church,1 and of 
which a collection is made in the work of Constantine Por- 

phyrogenitus "E/c9~Beo rig BatXet'ov Td~iew0 (De Cerimoniis 
Aulae Byzantinae). We have in our inscription a more correct 
transliteration of the Latin words in use than that in the 

manuscript of the "ExeOavE published by Reiske (Corpus Scrip- 
torum Historiae Byzantinae, Bonn, 1829), where we read: 

" 
e'tva al & Getva 

ai•ryovo-rot, rovpP/83tca (book I, ch. 76 : Egqt'ia 
ai4a rpo'• t rb ro0 o rparowe'r0v v e /pocope'vnr). 

I have not attempted to establish to which of the emperors 
named Constantine this inscription belongs. One may perhaps 
think of Constantine the Great, and may find some connection 
between our salutation and the tradition about the famous " in 

hoc signo vinces." But the only evidence on which we can date 
our text is the writing, and this does not carry us far, as I have 

already remarked,2 in a country where the entire number of 

Byzantine inscriptions hardly exceeds twenty. 

VARIA SUPELLEX 

26. Milatus (?).- Inscription scratched upon a vase brought 
from the village of Milato (the ancient Milatus) into the col- 
lection of the late Russian Consul (Mr. Mitzotaki) at Candia. 

Perhaps not of Cretan origin. 

27. Cnossus. - Fragment of the lip of a large vase (pithos) 
found at Cnossus, and now in the Museum of the Syllogos at 

1I am indebted to Professor Krumnbacher for several valuable suggestions 
that have guided me to the interpretation of the inscription. Cf. his Byzanti- 
nische Literaturgeschichte, 2te Aufl., pp. 254-256. 

2 Am. Journ. Arch. First Series, XI, 1896, pp. 603, 604. 
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Candia. The facsimile is of about the size of the original. 
The letters were stamped in the clay before the first firing. 

;; V 
'E]rrr 

Tt(I3ep'ov) KX(av"lov)...... 

Probably one of the emperors or one of the princes of the 
Claudian gens. 

28. Handle of a vase (Rhodian) found by me in the ruins 
of Sybrita. The letters are in relief. 

EnAm~4om 
'Ev'r AdCitovoq. 
llavdat ov. 

This is a well-known mark. Cf. I. G. Ins. I, no. 1120 

(British Museum). 

29. Another Rhodian vase-handle found at Cnossus. The 
letters are in relief. 

(7 

,Ago 
UEMA '1K 

i q-UpOe 

'E oeoroq. 

30. Fragment of a similar handle found at Xerocambos, on 
the eastern coast of Crete (ancient Ampelus ?). 
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,, 
$8~ , 

gP~~O~ 
-sc-- 

%r~ s------ 
=r-;sz~F~---~c~-~=~~- ,- 2= 

or 

=avO t7r7ro [V. 

31. Mark in relief on a fragment of a vase-handle found in 
the same place as No. 30. The facsimile is slightly smaller 
than the original. 

Ak* 4)tXt'ov. 

32. Mark on a fragment of a brick found at Palaekastron 
of Sitia, on the eastern coast of Crete, and now in the collec- 
tion of the Syllogos of Candia. The writing is from right 
to left. 

33. Rhaucus (?). - Mark upon a terra-cotta water pipe (fis- 
tula aquaria) found at Haghios Myron (ancient Rhaucus?), 
and now in the house of Zacharis Alatzaki, in the same village. 
The writing is from right to left. 

TV\O --1ANY 0 Ovd7Yovro9. 

The inscription is complete, both on the right and on the 
left, but the name is new to me. 

34. Leaden sling-bullet (poXv8l'4&) found 'at Xerocambos 

(Ampelus?). 
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AINE Alve. 

Probably the imperative of the obsolete verb a'vw, an equiva- 
lent of do'rTow or 7tr7w, as we may infer from the Hesychian 
glosses at"vov * 'r-''OVwv; and 7r'co 7" Vb t-rTrw; 7r'7at"- lco'dat. 
Cf. the imperatives Xae' and 8i4'at on other Hellenic sling- 
bullets. 

FEDERICO HALBHERR. 

ROME, 
June, 1898. 
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